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Statement of Problem Studied
The problem studied in this research is that of detecting deception by participants in large-scale activities. The primary means pursued was that of obtaining a better understanding of how to describe and predict the flow of information through large populations of disparate types of participants. Such an understanding can be used to see if the observed results of deceptive information match what would be expected were the deception to originate from suspected sources. It can also be used to estimate susceptibility of participants or populations to deceptive information originating from different sources.
Summary of the Most Important Results
Propagation of information, deceptive or not, has been studied in several contexts. In nonmathematical studies, social psychologists have studied mechanisms based on group conformity. Epidemiologists, computer scientists, electrical engineers and physicists have developed numerous mathematical models of different types of propagation processes, including voter and contact models, cascade models, random interacting networks, and diffusion models.
Modeling heterogeneous populations
These mathematical approaches treat populations as homogeneous in type and propagation mechanisms as unitary in form. In his doctoral dissertation [3] , Andrew Wicker develops a richer formal model of information propagation and uses it to rephrase and extend earlier mathematical and sociological studies.
Wicker's model of information propagation permits one to identify and formalize different types of influence mechanisms, such as influence through group conformity or through authority. One formalizes actual influences in a population by identifying different relations among individuals and mechanism types operating over those relations. For example, different conformity mechanisms might act on the same individual through that individual's participation in different relations, such as his school friends or coworkers. Similarly, different authority mechanisms might operate through her professional society or employer.
Wicker's model of information propagation also permits one to identify and formalize types of individuals that differ in how they respond to information and influence. Each individual is subject to influence only through those relations in which they take part, so one individual can be subject to influences that another is not. Moreover, one individual can respond to multiple influences in a way that differs from the way another individual responds. Wicker formalizes these differences in behavioral types defined by the methods by which multiple influences are combined.
This approach thus allows formalization of populations containing individuals of heterogeneous types, involved in heterogeneous relations, and subject to heterogeneous mechanisms for transmission of information and influence.
Formal concepts
The formalization of heterogeneous populations and information transfer mechanisms begins with the notion of a measurable population (X , Ψ , ) characterized by a set of individuals X , a mapping Ψ associating a set Ψ x of individual mental states with each x ∈ X , and a mapping associating a measurable space (Ψ x , x ) with each x ∈ X . This is just a simple assumption of a set of participants with possibly distinct finite or infinite state spaces. The only restrictive requirement is that one can form probability measures over each individual state space, and hence over the population as a whole.
An influence mechanism m = (r m ,Ψ m , m , φ m , µ m ) over a measurable population (X , Ψ , ) is characterized by
• A binary mechanism relation r m over X that restricts possible influences to those that follow paths within the relation;
• A setΨ m of mechanism states that distinguish the beliefs or information possibly transmitted by the influence mechanism;
• An associated measure space of events m overΨ m so that one can form probability measures over the set of mechanism states;
• A mental state projection mapping φ m that associates an individual mental state projection function φ Note that this definition defines a mechanism in terms of a specific relation over a specific population. When the population and relation are taken as parameters, one obtains a mechanism type.
The transition probabilities given the mechanism state transition measure µ X m over φ m (Ψ X ) induce a first-order Markov chain (ψ t m (X)) t≥0 over population states. Wicker's analysis treats the case in which individuals only change state under the influence of neighbors, that is, that isolated individuals do not change state spontaneously. The formalism itself requires no such restriction. Wicker also assumes that transition probabilities that do not change over time, meaning that the induced Markov chain is time-homogeneous. Wicker's analysis also focusses on the case of finite mechanism state spaces, which means that the induced Markov chains are finite-state.
This formalization is used to recast several types of influence mechanisms, including group conformity, voter models, authoritarian influences, contaigion, and preference change influenced by preference similarity.
As noted earlier, different individuals might respond differently to the same influences. The formalism characterizes such differences in behavior in terms of mechanism combination methods. A mechanism combination method over a measurable population (X , Ψ , ) is a function that takes a set M of influence mechanisms over the population to a combined mechanism c(M ) = (r c(M ) ,Ψ c(M ) , c(M ) , φ c(M ) , µ c(M ) ) over (X , Ψ , ). The combined mechanism relation is just the union of the relations of the combined mechanisms, and the combined states, events, and probabilities are found as the product of the corresponding structures for the combined mechanisms.
This formalization suffices to express several simple combination mechanisms, including random combination, dictatorial combination, and convex combination (weighted averaging). Wicker's analysis focusses on convex combination methods.
Although the formalization permits formalization of heterogeneous populations in which different individuals employ different combination methods and are distributed throughout the population in different ways, Wicker's analysis focusses on homogeneous populations in which all individuals employ the same combination method.
Analytical results
This analytical framework allows formal statement of influence maximization and origin-localization problems.
In the influence maximization problem, one seeks to influence as large or valuable a subpopulation as possible through a target population for initial influence. There might be multiple possible targets that yield influence of the same value, in which case one seeks targets that minimize a cost measure. Wicker's analysis focusses on this problem, and employs target size as the cost measure. This means finding the smallest targets that produce the largest results.
In the origin-localization problem, one takes an observed result of presumed influence and seeks to identify possible origin populations that produce the observed results. Again, there might be multiple possible originas, in which case one seeks origins of minimal size that optionally maximize an probability distribution that describes expectations about the likelihood of different origins generating the results in question.
The first topic in addressing these questions is to focus attention on the cases in which influence mechanisms actually have effect, that is, on the subpopulations actually related by mechanism relations. In general there might be many isolated individuals not subject to any influence mechanism. In the case under study in which these do not change state, the only way to influence them is by including them in the targeted population. Although such individual targeting might be desirable, it is irrelevant to analyzing how influences propagate through inter-individual relations. The upshot is that the analysis begins by identifying topological properties of influence relations, namely the connected components of mechanism relations. The relation between relations of different mechanisms makes use of the notion of bridges between components of different relations. If bridges exist, then information propagating by one mechanism can cross over a bridge formed by another mechanism relation to influence more individuals than either mechanism separately.
Wicker's first results show that one can decompose and compose optimal targets in the case in which the multiple mechanisms have no bridges between them. That is, any optimal target for the whole population can be decomposed into its subsets within each component of the separate mechanism relations. More importantly, one can optimize within each component independently and take the union of these component targets to obtain a global optimal target. That is, one can look at each separate component, find an target within that component that maximizes influence within that component, and then take the union of all such targets to find an optimal target for the entire population.
The next set of results seeks to obtain additional information about optimal targets in case the influence mechanisms exhibit population monotonicity, that is, monotonically increasing or decreasing influence in the target population. Wicker shows that a mechanism is non-decreasing population monotonic if there is always a positive transition probability to each population state from a given population state, and that this condition can be checked locally by examining the transition tables for each individual. When one combines non-decreasing population monotonic mechanism, one obtains a combined mechanism in which the full population always maximizes influence, though it need not be optimal.
Wicker shows that authoritarian influence mechanisms, contagion mechanisms, conformity mechanisms, and voter model mechanisms are all non-decreasing population monotonic.
Another set of results considers the case in which influence mechanisms are nonvanishing in the sense that at least one individual in a targeted component retains the desired influence. A set of mechanisms is nonvanishing when each mechanism and their convex combination is nonvanishing. Wicker shows that one can bound below the size of optimal targets when the set of mechanisms is nonvanishing.
Wicker shows that contagion mechanisms are non-vanishing, but that authoritarian, conformity, and voter model mechanisms are not non-vanishing, that is, there exist cases in which the targeted influence disappears completely.
The interaction of mechanisms is analyzed in terms of formal notions of mechanism interference. One mechanism (or set of mechanisms) interferes positively with another when the influence obtained by adding the new mechanisms to the original meets or exceeds the influence obtained from the original set alone. Negative interference is defined similarly, and mechanism sets are non-interfering when they yield the same influence separately as together.
Wicker shows that contaigion mechanisms positively interefere with authoritarian mechanisms. From these notions of interference, one defines the notion of mechanism monotonicity, in which the expected influence changes montononically as additional mechanisms are added. Wicker shows that sets of positively interfering mechanisms are non-decreasing mechanism monotone, and that sets of negatively interfering mechanisms are non-increasing mechanism monotone. He also shows that a set of non-interfering mechanisms are mechanism monotone.
These interference and monotonicity results are first steps toward a more comprehensive characterization of mechanism submodularity. Wicker describes some preliminary results in this direction at the end of his dissertation.
Other work
In addition to the work on information flow, portions of the effort studied methods for assessing the reliability of information reaching some participant by analyzing the sources and support of the information. The issue here is that deceptive information can persist among participants even after the originator of the information departs through a process of mutual reinforcement. Assessment of sources and support can be used to distinguish beliefs grounded in reliable information from self-supporting rumors.
The focus of this portion of the effort was on developing analysis methods based on the idea of mechanical wave propagation and the more general mechanical models of [1, 2] . In this approach, information connections between beliefs within and among individuals are modeled as nonmonotonic or probabilistic dependencies, and one regards changes in antecedent beliefs or mental attitudes as generating mechanical forces on consequent beliefs, which then generate further forces on the consequences of the consequences. These motions then superpose in the same way that independently generated ripples in a pond. The analysis of reliability seeks to obtain estimates of honesty by structural and probabilistic analysis of the equilibrium states or cyclic motions of the web of belief, including observations of the results of perturbations chosen to illuminate the sensitivity of the beliefs to ongoing deception.
Although some progress was made along these lines, work on the information flow analysis described in the preceding section eventually demanded most of the attention.
Publications
The first publication stemming from this work is the doctoral dissertation completed by Andrew Wicker [3] . This is available online through the NCSU library at the URL http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/resolver/1840.16/7681.
The second publication is in an article by Wicker and the PI [4] derived from this dissertation work. This is expected to be submitted very soon to the journal Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems.
